Quality Resources and Powerful Connections for Math and Science in the Middle Grades
Goals for Users

- Easily locate and identify exemplary, standards-based resources for teaching and learning.
- **Develop increased content knowledge in science, mathematics, technology, and developmentally appropriate pedagogy.**
- Develop an increased understanding of Web 2.0 tools and effectively integrate technology into existing teaching practice.
- **Participate in a virtual professional learning community and create and share knowledge within and beyond the MSP2 community.**
Portal to Colleagues and Content

Ning

NSDL

EduPak

NSDL wiki

diigo
http://msteacher2.org
Hunting for Elusive White Mushroom

Volvariellas are best known for their edible varieties, especially the "paddy straw mushroom" or Volvariella volvacea. These are the delicious little grey ones you see commonly in Asian cuisine. Some larger Volvariellas are also edible. On occasion, they have been the mushrooms that people were hunting when they mistakenly picked a "Death Cap," Amanita phalloides, or "Death Angel," Amanita virosa.
36 Science Resource Guides
22 Math Resource Guides
Weekly Webinars – All Recorded

- Laboratory Safety
- Interactive Notebooks
- Digital Storytelling
- Interactive Whiteboards
- Wikis for the Classroom
- Universal Design for Learning
- Diigo: An Online Research Tool
- Reading Mathematics is Different
- Moodle for the Middle - Part I and Part II
Ways to Engage

• Contribute to wiki pages
• Chat with others that are online
• Blog (public or private)
• Participate in discussions in forums and groups
• Participate in online, live, professional development events